
P-0061-001

By 2030, the region’s population is expected to increase by one million

people. This increase will result in more people needing to travel

between home, work, school, recreation, etc. Currently, 135,000 vehicles

cross the Columbia River on the Interstate Bridge which leads to 4-6

hours of congestion each weekday. By 2030, 184,000 are predicted to

cross the river, which would lead to 15 hours of daily congestion if no

action is taken.  

The improvements proposed by the project to the highway and seven

interchanges, including the addition of auxiliary lanes between

interchanges, will help better accommodate increased future vehicle

traffic. New auxiliary lanes and longer on/off ramps will allow safer and

more efficient merging and weaving to enter or exit the freeway. Narrow

lanes and shoulders will be widened to current standards. Shoulders will

be added where they are currently missing. All of these changes will

improve the flow of traffic in the bottleneck area of the Interstate Bridge.

 

P-0061-002

Construction activities associated with transit and highway improvements

have the potential to negatively and positively affect nearby businesses,

as described in Chapter 3 (Section 3.4) of the DEIS and the FEIS. For

example, construction could temporarily block visibility and access to

specific businesses, cause traffic delays, and reroute traffic to detours,

all of which could divert customers and hamper business activities.

Potential positive construction effects could include increased spending

in the project area during construction, which can, for example, increase

sales at local shops and restaurants. 

The project team will work to minimize negative business impacts and

encourage positive impacts.  Construction will be carefully planned to

minimize road closures and to avoid completely closing access to

businesses. When needed, signs would be used to identify temporary
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access points and the businesses they serve. Detours would be carefully

routed to reduce travel times and be signed to reduce confusion. 

Programs to help businesses affected during construction could include

business planning assistance, marketing and retail consulting, or

promotions to generate patronage in construction areas. See Chapter 3

(Section 3.4) of the FEIS for more discussion on temporary construction

effects and possible mitigation measures. 
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